# 3G Receiver Comparison

### 3G

#### Features of All:
- Watch sources at 4K & HDCP 2.2†
- All audio supported – including Dolby Atmos®†
- RS232 or IR* control
- Built-in 4K video scaler†
- Instant-seamless switching
- Video Wall with rotation & mosaic†
- Image Play – Push, Pull, Pause
- Power over Ethernet

#### 508POE

**509POE ONLY:**
- Network out with POE passthrough

#### 509POE

**518AVP ONLY:**
- Stereo audio out with amp & delay**
- CEC control
- USB-over-IP

### 2GΩ/3G

#### Features of All:
- Watch sources at 1080p & HDCP 1.4
- All audio supported – including Dolby Atmos®†
- RS232 or IR* control
- Built-in 1080p video scaler†
- Instant-seamless switching
- Video Wall with rotation & mosaic†
- Image Play – Push, Pull, Pause
- Power over Ethernet

#### 505POE

**515POE ONLY:**
- Stereo audio out with delay**
- CEC control
- USB-over-IP

**NOT on these models:**
- No 4K or HDCP 2.2
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*IR control requires use of VBS-HDMI-IRD IR Dongle. **Requires compatible HDMI signal. †Only supported in 3G Mode.